Whether you need a fast heavy duty laminating system, or a simple to operate, user-friendly system, Dry-Lam has the laminating system for you. Choose from three complete systems to handle your office or school project. Each system comes complete with Laminator, Mobile cart, Laminating film, Cleaning kit and Instructional DVD, everything you need to set up an efficient laminating station.
Fujipla Laminating System – 25” School Laminating System with Cart and Supplies

- Simple to operate
- Easy threading
- Parting of the pressure rollers helps avoid flat spots during extended downtime
- Film frees quickly in case of a wrap-around
- Ultra fast five minute warm-up ensures less waiting
- Laminates 1.5 mil and 3.0 mil film on a 1” core
- Safety shield helps prevent contact with heated areas.

The complete Laminating System includes:
- 25” Fujipla 6510 Laminator that is 33.5”W x 15.4”H x 15.4”D and is UL listed
- Tuffy 28” mobile black plastic cart with electrical assembly, locking 2-door steel cabinet, and locking 4” casters
- 4 rolls of School-Lam 25” x 500’ gloss film
- Cleaning kit
- Instructional DVD
- 1 year parts and labor warranty

Dry-Lam 27STA System – 27” Laminating System with Cart and Supplies

- Great laminator for teacher stores, schools or office
- Heavy Duty, dependable machine
- Digital controls
- Footage Counter
- Adjustable speed, heat and tension controls
- Laminates 1.5 mil and 3.0 mil film on a 1” core
- Key Switch prevents unauthorized use
- Safety Shield keeps heated areas protected

The complete Laminating System includes:
- 27” Dry-Lam Laminator
- 29” mobile heavy gauge black steel cart with electrical assembly, locking 2-door steel cabinet, and locking 4” casters
- 4 rolls of School-Lam 25” x 500’ gloss film
- Cleaning kit
- Instructional DVD
- 1 year parts and labor warranty

School-Lam SL27 System – 27” Laminating System with Cart and Supplies

- Perfect for school or office on any type of project
- A proven, dependable machine
- Easy to use two switch operation
- Adjustable free guide assures exact lamination
- Adjustable heat and tension controls
- Fixed speed
- Key Switch prevents unauthorized use
- Laminates 1.5 mil and 3.0 mil film on a 1” core
- Safety Shield keeps heated areas protected

The complete Laminating System includes:
- 27” Dry-Lam Laminator
- 29” mobile heavy gauge black steel cart with electrical assembly, locking 2-door steel cabinet and locking 4” casters
- 4 rolls of School-Lam 25” x 500’ gloss film
- Cleaning kit
- Instructional DVD
- 1 year parts and labor warranty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20010</td>
<td>Fujipla Roller Laminator System – 25” School Laminating System with Cart and Supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20007</td>
<td>Dry-Lam 27STA System – 27” Laminating System with Cart and Supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20013</td>
<td>School-Lam SL27 System – 27” Laminating System with Cart and Supplies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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